Digital Workplace Optimisation
Getting More From Your Digital Workplace
The COVID-19 pandemic was a clear test of how organisations and their
workplaces could adapt to the crisis and support the shift to home working.
In these challenging times, having a digital workplace has been vital for
businesses to continue operations.
Delivering Real Value

Increase Staff Productivity

Timescale & Cost

Now more than ever, it is essential that
staff have the tools to work from
anywhere simple, effectively and securely.

Our optimisation service will examine your
current digital workplace environment, that
is the platforms, systems, and tools that
your staff use to do their job, pinpoint
where things need improved and address
the issues and shortfalls to get your digital
workplace working for you efficiently,
effectively and securely.

Depending on the size and complexity
your digital workplace environment, we
can complete the exercise in as little as a
few weeks. We can even provide ongoing
support and continuous improvement
services to make sure your digital
workplace remains in optimum condition.

Whatever stage you are at with your digital
workplace, Exception will help you tackle
any issues that are negatively affecting
adoption and maximise the value being
delivered.

DIGITAL WORKPLACE OPTIMISATION

Our Approach

Review

Analyse

Optimise

Iterate & Improve

> Current DW platforms & tools

> Alignment to DW, platform &
security standards & best
practicE

> Refine DW operating model

> Optimise platform configuration

> Optimise operating model for
evergreen platform improvement

> Improve governance

> Fine tuning governance & working
practices

> Security tools & practices

> Operating model & governance
> DW adoption progress

> Identify gaps and issues
> Create remediation and
optimisation plan

> Remediate security issues and
optimise tools

> Effective security monitoring

DIGITAL WORKPLACE OPTIMISATION

Why Choose Exception?
>> Vast experience of successfully delivering complex digital solutions
>> Our agility maximises your return on investment quickly
>> Significant track record & specialist knowledge, assuring you of
increased certainty

>> Our cost optimisation toolkit allows us to implement solutions quickly
and effectively

>> Committed to delivering high quality solutions that make a real
difference in your business

Contact Us
hello@exceptionuk.com

+44 (0)131 313 2960

www.exceptionuk.com

